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In order to show a skilled artisan would have been
motivated to modify a PWC with Challenger's offthrottle thrust reapplication system, BRP
principally relies [**14] on two prior art reports
written by the Society of Automotive Engineers
("SAE") that studied "personal [***1891]
watercraft as test vehicles in order to evaluate and
test emerging off throttle steering concepts and
devices." J.A. 7530. Specifically, the SAE Interim
and Draft Final Reports suggested using the
Challenger system in a PWC to address the offthrottle steering problem. The Draft Final Report
concluded if the Challenger system were applied to
PWCs, "performance characteristics would remain
unchanged when operated properly, but when offthrottle steering and panic was sensed, then some
additional steering torque would automatically be
restored." J.A. 7577. BRP also cites additional
references that it argues provided PWC
manufacturers with overwhelming pressure to
implement solutions to off-throttle steering so that
riders could safely avoid obstacles. For example,
the National Transportation [*1362] Safety Board
recommended PWC manufacturers "consider . . .
off-throttle steering" "to improve operator control
and to help prevent personal injuries." J.A. 7944.
The National Association of State Boating Law
Administrators similarly pressured the PWC
industry to address the "disproportionate
number [**15] of accidents" attributed to "'offthrottle' steering loss" in PWCs. J.A. 9536. BRP
also argues its own patent application, Canadian
Patent Appl. 2,207,938 ("Rheault '938"), and
patent, U.S. Patent No. 6,336,833 ("Rheault '833"),
disclose a throttle reapplication system and suggest
its use in a PWC.

State Boating Law Administrators also explained
that jet boats and PWCs are similar and off-throttle
directional control is a problem for both. Rheault
'833 disclosed that its steer-responsive throttle "is
applicable to single-engine personal watercraft,"
and Rheault '938 states the Challenger jet boat's
thrust steering "is applicable to all types of
watercraft vehicles, including personal watercraft
vehicles." J.A. 8942 at Abstract; J.A. 8920 at 8:1517. For these reasons, BRP argues a
reasonable [**16] jury could only have found a
skilled artisan would have been motivated to
modify a PWC with Challenger's off-throttle thrust
reapplication system, which would have combined
known elements to improve the system in the same
way and yield expected results.

We presume the jury found that an ordinarily
skilled artisan would not have been motivated to
combine the Challenger system with a PWC given
its determination that the asserted claims are not
invalid as obvious. If such a fact finding is
supported by substantial evidence, we may not
reverse it. In briefing and oral argument, BRP
devoted much of its argument to re-litigating its
case and its evidence rather than addressing the
evidence that could have supported the jury's
finding of no motivation to combine. We do not
reweigh the evidence and reach our own factual
determination regarding motivation. The question
for us on appeal is only whether substantial
evidence supports the jury's presumed finding. See,
e.g., Apple, 839 F.3d at 1052 ("Our job is not to
review whether Samsung's losing position was also
supported by substantial evidence or to weigh the
relative strength of Samsung's evidence against
Apple's evidence. We are limited to determining
BRP argues a skilled artisan would have selected whether [**17] there was substantial evidence for
the Challenger system because it was one of a finite the jury's findings, on the entirety of the record.").
number of identified, predictable solutions to the We conclude that it does.
problem of off-throttle steering in PWCs. See KSR,
550 U.S. at 421. The SAE Interim and Draft Final A reasonable jury could have found that a skilled
Reports identified the Challenger's throttle artisan would not have been motivated to combine
reapplication as one of four solutions to the Challenger and a PWC. The SAE reports identified
problem of off-throttle steering, along with rudders, the combination of the Challenger system with a
flaps, and scoops. The National Association of PWC to address the off-throttle steering problem,
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tested the Challenger for that purpose, and noted
potential benefits of the combination. E.g., J.A.
7577. But the reports did not stop there. The Draft
Final Report also stated that "additional new
hazards can be envisioned with such a steering
system," including collisions "when inadvertent
activation of restored thrust might occur close to
other boats, swimmers or fixed objects." Id. It
explained that because these hazards do not
currently exist, "it is difficult to predict the
frequency with which such events may occur." Id.
Kevin Breen, an author of the [*1363] SAE
reports and BRP's expert at trial, testified that
automatic throttle reapplication without "smart"
engine controls could be dangerous. J.A. 2361-62.
The Draft Final Report likewise identified potential
problems with proposed "smart" engine controls,
which "would only become [**18] activated when
needed and would not otherwise effect [sic]
handling." J.A. 7577. The report noted some
"obvious" problems with this technology, such as
the system performing in a manner contrary to the
operator's intentions and the need for the system to
account for several variables "to be [***1892]
beneficial." Id. As to the thought process behind
"smart" engine controls, Mr. Breen testified that
throttle reapplication "would be useful only if they
were smart or on demand, as opposed to they just
happened." J.A. 2231-32. The claimed invention, in
contrast, "just happen[s]" when the rider turns the
steering mechanism. Id.; see, e.g., '545 patent at
claim 1.
This evidence may not rise to the level of teaching
away. Nonetheless, in light of this record, the jury's
determination that there was no motivation to make
this particular combination is supported by
substantial evidence. Evidence suggesting reasons
to combine cannot be viewed in a vacuum apart
from evidence suggesting reasons not to combine.
In this case, the same reference suggests a reason to
combine, but also suggests reasons that a skilled
artisan would be discouraged from pursuing such a
combination. Under such circumstances, the jury's
fact finding [**19] regarding motivation is
supported by substantial evidence. Coupled with

testimony confirming the potential problems of
automatic throttle reapplication and suggesting an
alternative approach might reduce those same
problems, J.A. 2230-32, a jury could find a skilled
artisan would not have been motivated to combine
the Challenger system with a PWC to arrive at the
claimed combination.
BRP argues that the SAE reports demonstrate
market pressure to solve a problem and a finite
number of predictable solutions; in fact, BRP
argues there were only four articulated solutions.
Appellant's Br. 9. In KSR, the Supreme Court
explained when there is "market pressure to solve a
problem and there are a finite number of identified,
predictable solutions, a person of ordinary skill has
good reason to pursue the known options within his
or her technical grasp." 550 U.S. at 421. While the
SAE reports identified the Challenger system,
rudders, flaps, and scoops as potential solutions to
the problem of off-throttle steering in PWCs, a
reasonable jury could have determined that more
than four solutions existed. At trial, Arctic Cat's
expert and named inventor Fred Bernier testified
there were "various fins" and "a variety [**20] of
things tried over a course of a number of years,"
including modifying where the appendages
attached to the PWC. J.A. 1219-21. BRP's expert
Richard Simard also testified BRP built seventeen
prototypes incorporating various approaches over
the course of five years. J.A. 1951-57. An internal
BRP "brainstorming" session identified thirty-two
possible designs directed to off-throttle steering.
J.A. 9454. And there is evidence that other
potential solutions to the off-throttle steering
problem existed but were not fully disclosed for
confidentiality and other concerns. See, e.g., J.A.
7532 (noting that some ideas offered in response to
SAE's inquiry "have typically either not conveyed
sufficient information or have patent, propriety, or
litigation concerns").
A reasonable jury also could have found that
modifying a PWC with the Challenger system
would not have been a predictable solution yielding
expected results. Mr. Bernier testified "[i]t was
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some notice of [**33] what market products BRP
believes required marking, Arctic Cat's universe of
products for which it would have to establish
compliance would be unbounded. See Fortinet,
2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 140048, 2015 WL 5971585,
at *5 ("Without some notice of what marketed
products may practice the invention, AMI's
universe of products for which it would have to
establish compliance with, or inapplicability of, the
marking statute would be unbounded." (quoting
Sealant, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 31528, 2014 WL
1008183, at *31)). Permitting infringers to allege
failure to mark without identifying [***1896] any
products could lead to a large scale fishing
expedition and gamesmanship. Once the alleged
infringer meets its burden of production, however,
the patentee bears the burden to prove the products
identified do not practice the patented invention.

articles." J.A. 75 (emphasis added). The district
court erred when it placed this burden on the
alleged infringer. BRP shouldered only a burden of
production to identify unmarked products that it
alleges should have been marked. It was Arctic
Cat's burden to prove those products—once
identified—do not practice the patent-at-issue. The
alleged infringer need not produce claim charts to
meet its initial burden of identifying products. It is
the patentee who bears the burden [**35] of
proving that it satisfied the marking requirements
and thus the patentee who would have to prove that
the unmarked products identified by the infringer
do not fall within the patent claims. The district
court erred in placing this burden upon BRP and
thus we vacate and remand on marking.
Because the district court adopted this legal
approach at the summary judgment stage, it made
clear to the parties that it would be BRP's burden to
prove that the unmarked products fell within the
patent claims. Arctic Cat, therefore, did not have a
fair opportunity to develop its case regarding the
Honda PWCs at trial. Because Arctic Cat was not
on notice regarding its burden, and in fact labored
under the assumption that BRP had the burden of
proof, reversal would be improper. We thus vacate
the district court's judgment as to marking and
remand so that Arctic Cat has an opportunity to
proffer evidence related to the identified Honda
PWCs.2 Because we conclude BRP has met its
initial burden of production, Arctic Cat must now
establish the Honda PWCs do not practice the
asserted patents to recover damages under the
constructive notice provisions of § 287.

We do not here determine the minimum showing
needed to meet the initial burden of production, but
we hold in this case it was satisfied by BRP. At trial
BRP introduced the licensing agreement between
Honda and Arctic Cat showing Honda's license to
practice "Arctic Cat patents that patently cover
Arctic Cat's Controlled Thrust Steering methods,
systems and developments." J.A. 7830 § 1.01. BRP
identified fourteen Honda PWCs from three
versions of its Aquatrax series sold between 2002
and 2009. J.A. [**34] 3540-41 ¶ II. BRP's expert
testified that he "review[ed] information regarding
those models" and believed if BRP's OTAS system
practiced the patents, so did Honda's throttle
reapplication system in the Aquatrax PWCs. J.A.
2447-49; J.A. 2482. This was sufficient to satisfy
BRP's initial burden of production.
III. Damages
At summary judgment, the district court found BRP
identified Honda PWCs and "presented an array of
evidence" alleging they practice the asserted
patents, but concluded BRP failed to meet its
burden because it did not conduct a claim analysis
of the products. J.A. 59-61. It later denied BRP's
motion for judgment as a matter of law because
BRP "failed as a matter of law to meet its burden in
proving that Honda sold patented [*1369]

BRP appeals the district court's denial [**36] of
judgment as a matter of law that the jury's royalty
award of $102.54 per infringing unit should be
vacated based on inadmissible expert testimony.
Prior to trial, the district court denied BRP's
Daubert motion to exclude this testimony of Arctic
2 We

leave it to the district court to determine if additional discovery
on this issue is appropriate in light of our ruling.
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a subsequent thorough and well-reasoned opinion.
See J.A. 99-116 (applying the factors outlined in
Read Corp. v. Portec, Inc., 970 F.2d 816 (Fed. Cir.
1992)). Although the district court did not allow the
parties to brief the issue, we will not adopt a
blanket rule that a district court abuses its discretion
by deciding an issue without receiving briefing
from the parties. That is especially true where, as
here, BRP attacks the district court's procedure but
does not explain how additional briefing would
have changed the outcome. In short, BRP has not
shown that the district [*1372] court's failure to
allow briefing amounts to an abuse of discretion.
We affirm the district court's denial of judgment as
a matter of law on willfulness and its order trebling
damages.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the district
court's denial of [**42] judgment as a matter of
law that the asserted claims would have been
obvious, that the jury-awarded royalty rate should
be vacated, and that BRP did not willfully infringe
the asserted claims. We also affirm the district
court's orders granting an ongoing royalty and
trebling damages. We vacate the district court's
denial of judgment as a matter of law as to marking
and remand for a new trial on this issue.
AFFIRMED IN PART, VACATED IN PART,
AND REMANDED
COSTS
No costs.
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